TESTED: TRAKKA JABIRU J2M

Blue

True

Trakka’s medium-wheelbase AWD Jabiru J2M is
truly off-road capable _ even in blue.. …

I

n April’s issue we brought you a report on the Jabiru
J2 AWD, the off-road version of Trakka’s ‘road-going’
Jabiru, built on the latest Mercedes-Benz Sprinter.
Traditionally only available in long wheelbase,
Mercedes-Benz Australia now offers the AWD Sprinter
in medium wheel-base and it’s this version that off-road
guru Allan Whiting has been itching to get his hands on.

Trakka calls the shorter Jabiru the J2M – M for Medium
– and it’s built around the 3665 mm wheelbase
Sprinter. By comparison, the normal J2 version uses
the 4325 mm wheelbase Sprinter. Overall length is
obviously shorter as well: 5932 mm (plus the length of
the optional spare wheel carrier), compared with 7125
mm. However, gross vehicle mass (GVM) remains
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the same at 4.1-tonnes, giving the J2M more payload
capacity: 1232kg, compared with 847kg.
Incidentally, the ‘2’ in J2 is the number of people it can
legally carry. Trakka also makes a Jabiru J4 on the
long wheelbase Sprinter which, you guessed it, can
legally transport four. However, it’s only available in
two-wheel drive.
Like the larger four-seater, the J2M comes with an
across-van double bed. By contrast, the J2 has
longitudinal single beds that can convert into a
larger king. Because the Sprinter isn’t the widest van
available (that distinction goes to the Fiat Ducato) the
J2M and J4 models are enhanced by a custom ‘pod’
window on the right hand side of the van that provides
enhanced bed length.
The J2M’s perceived customer base is the travelling
couple with more adventurous destinations in mind.
Although its minimum ground clearance of 210 mm,

with standard tyres, is the same as the larger Jabirus,
the effective ground clearance is better. That’s thanks
to a superior ramp-over angle (the clearance beneath
the belly of the machine when traversing obstacles,
thanks to the shorter wheelbase). Also, it’s better
payload figure allows for increased fuel and supplycarrying capacity, and heavier trailer ball weights.
Trakka fitted our test vehicle up with the expected onand-off-road options such adventurers might want:
Alfresco Pack ($3000); non-metallic special colour
($950); electric sliding door ($1550); adaptive cruise
control ($1200); 2000-watt inverter ($1370); 17-inch
aluminium wheels and MT tyre upgrade ($5100);
underbody protection pack ($2450); rear door spare
wheel carrier ($3820) and fuel container and mount
($950). That list took the total RRP to $215,390
including on road costs in NSW, from a J2M base price
of $195,000.
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Although the J2M version gains
no mechanical or electronic
traction improvement over the
larger vans, its appearance and
dimensions encourage more
off-road use. That’s frustrating
in a way, because of MercedesBenz’ stubborn refusal to fit a
centre diff lock – a feature that
every other 4WD in the world
has – or across-axle locks that
are available on Sprinters in
Europe and Africa, means that
the Sprinter’s potential cannot be
realised by Australian buyers.
We’ve even gone to the length
of trying to import M-B-factorysanctioned parts from Oberaigner
– the M-B Partner that produces
Sprinter 4WD components – but
they refuse to export them to
Australia.
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On and Off-Road

T

he shorter wheelbase of the J2M Jabiru doesn’t
affect the ride quality compared with longer
wheelbase models. It is one of the best riding and
handling vans we’ve ever tested, with excellent
performance, almost imperceptible gear changes,
powerful braking and great all-around vision.
The Jabiru handled corrugations and potholes with
ease; only saucepan-sized holes causing bottoming at
the front end.
On our off-road test course the Jabiru J2M went where
the J2 wouldn’t, thanks to being more manoeuvrable
and with better belly clearance. However, slippery
sections had the traction control working overtime,
doing work that simple mechanical traction aids would
render unnecessary.
Nonetheless, we reckon most Jabiru J2M buyers will
be satisfied with its ability to handle fire trails, outback
roads and tricky campsite access tracks.
As for the Jabiru’s fit, finish and functionality: they’re
legendary Trakka features that we love. Check out our
video test below.
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SPECS
GENERAL
Make

Trakka

Model

Jabiru J2M

Type

Van conversion

Berths

2

Approved Seating

2

Licence

Car

VEHICLE
Make/Model

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter MWB

Engine

3.0-litre V6 turbo-diesel

Power

140 kW @ 3500

Torque

440 Nm @ 1500 rpm

Transmission

7-speed Auto/all-wheel drive

Safety

ABS, ESP, 6 air bags & more

Fuel

93 L

Pros...

WEIGHTS
Tare Weight

2785 kg

Gross Vehicle Mass

4100 kg

Braked Towing Capacity

2000 kg

DIMENSIONS
Overall Length

6.09 m (20' ")

Overall Width

2.06 m (6' 9")

Overall Height

2.85 m (9' 4”)/3.0 m (9’ 10”) with aircon

Internal Height

1.92 m (6’ 4”)

Bed

1.86 m x 1.45 m (6' 1" x 4' 9”)

Cons...

EQUIPMENT
Slide-Out

No

Awning

Electric

Entry Steps

Electric

Cooker

Webasto Diesel

Rangehood
Sink
Fridge
Microwave
Lighting
12 V Sockets/USB Outlets
Air Conditioner
Space Heater
Hot Water System
Toilet
Shower
CAPACITIES
Batteries
Solar
LPG
Fresh Water
Grey Water
Hot Water
Toilet
PRICE - drive-away
From
As Tested

No
Round stainless steel w folding tap
12V Compressor
Yes
12 V LED
Yes/Yes
Opt
Webasto Diesel
Webasto Diesel
Retractable Cassette
Wet/Switch Mode Bathroom

Warranty

3 years/ Unlimited km

Off-road ability
Ride quality
Features
M-B Safety
Quality build
Payload
Towing ability

Expensive
No diff-lock
Contact
Trakka Pty Ltd
9 Beaumont Rd
Mt Kuring-gai NSW 2080
T: (02) 8294-8590
E: sales@trakka.com.au
W: www.trakka.com.au

1 x 200 Ah Lithium
200 W
No LPG fitted to vehicle
140 L
80 L
10 L
16 L (cassette)
A$195,000
A$215,390
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TRAVEL

JABIRU AWD
Off the Beaten Track
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